pressions from state diagrams.ciuts
hoeerh aloih is r the lnthy an it is pos usually appearing at equal intervals of time. Secondly, however, the algorith is rather'lengthy,andits circuits operating in pulse mode,7 where the duration sible to obtain the desired result by a different method. and maximum frequency of the input pulses are conArden4 has shown that the problem can be reduced to the solution of a set of linear equations in the regular not ne r equal,rals cople wt the require , , ,, , .
,~~not necessarily equal, also comply with the requireexpression algebra, and noted that signal flow graph ments of the model. Thirdly, the model and the meththeory can be applied to state diagrams. The external behavior of the circuits under considera-by the n-tuples of O's and l's. These integers form the The symbol X denotes the set consisting of a single input alphabet Ak = {O, 1, * , k-11 where k = 2n.
member-the sequence of zero length or the empty seFor the moment, we shall restrict our attention to cir-quence and 4 denotes the empty set of sequences. For cuits with one output only. In the Moore' model, the economy of notation, no distinction will be made beoutput Z is determined solely by the internal state, and tween a sequence and the set consisting of only that may be interpreted as a level output; hence the states sequence. Similarly, a regular expression will be said to are labelled qj/Z. In the Mealy6 model, the output z may denote a set of sequences, and also any sequence in the be considered as a pulse, occurring during transitions set. between states; consequently, the transitions are
We list below several useful identities in the algebra labelled x/z. of regular expressions. These relations follow from the We shall assume that every circuit has a specified definitions. If P, Q and R are regular expressions, then starting state, and that every other state of the circuit p + Q = Q + P, (2) is accessible from the starting state.
A sequential circuit is said to accept an input sequence (P + Q) + R = P + (Q + R),
-(3) if the circuit output at the end of the sequence is 1;
(PQ)R = P(QR), (4) otherwise, the sequence is rejected. The set of sequences
accepted by a circuit is in general infinite, but can be represented by a finite formula, namely, by a regular
expression. R* = X + RR*,
Definition 1 RR* = R*R,
Regular expression1'3'9 is defined recursively as fol- (A* = X, (12) 2) If P and Q are regular expressions, then so are X* = X, (13) (P+Q), (P*Q) and P*. 3) Nothing else is a regular expression, unless its be-
ing so follows from a finite number of applications R*R* = R*.
(15) of Rules 1 and 2.
For more detail on the subject of sequential circuits As has been mentioned above, regular expressions de-and regular expressions, the reader is referred to the note sets of sequences. If P and Q denote the sets S, literature.1-9 We shall now discuss the properties of sigand Sq, respectively, then nal flow graphs, and then establish the relationship be- The source and sink functions of a node can be separated by the process called node splitting. The node j is split into two nodes: j' which is a source, and j" which is a sink. Thus, splitting a node removes all paths through that node and all branches connected to the node become cascade branches. The index of a feedback unit is defined as the minimum number of nodes that must be split in order to break all feedback loops. The nodes which are split arel called index nodes; the set of index nodes is not necessarily unique. In Fig. 2(b) , the index of the feedback unit is 1; node 3 is the index node. In this particular case, 41 node 3 must be split because of the self-loop, but it is not necessary to split node 2 or 4. connecting node i to a new node i" by a branch with An index residue of a flow graph is a residue formed transmission unity, and then removing node i. The sigby removing all nodes except sources, sinks and index nal x# is therefore equal to the signal xt, and since nodes. The index residue of the graph in Fig. 1 is shown node i" has no other connections, it is a sink. Similarly, in Fig. 3 . The nodes to be retained (residual nodes 1, 3 a node can be made into a source by introducing a new and 6) are blackened in Fig. 1 . Paths (adhj), (gj) are node i' with unit transmission from i' to i and then reexamples of residual paths. Path (acgj) is not residual moving node i. For example, if in Fig. 1 it is desired to because it passes through the residual node 3. retain node 4, node 4" is introduced and the resulting If it is desired to retain node i, which is neither a graph is simplified to a new index residue as shown in source nor a sink nor an index node, this can be done by Fig. 4 Fig. 6(a) . In there exists a sequence of length I which takes the state Fig. 6(b) , state 3 can be reached from state 1, only if the diagram from qi to qi. Since we have assumed that every input sequence is a followed by b, i.e., (ab). state is accessible from the starting state, it follows that A graph with a feedback loop is shown in Fig. 7 . By every state q, has a nonempty set P, of predecessors, inspection, the set of sequences from node 1 to node 3, except possibly the starting state. Thus, we can express x13 is the infinite sum the signal at each node j, (i.e., the set of sequences x83) X3= ab + abcb + ab(cb)2 + ab(cb)3 + * * in terms of the signals at the predecessor nodes -ab( + cb +(cb)2 + (cb)3 + * * mission, that from qi to qj, and that transmission is clearly the required regular expression. Fig. 9 -Removal of a node with a self-loop.
Let us consider now the removal of a single node k, distinct from nodes i and j. Let p be any predecessor node of k, with transmission t,k from p to k. Similarly, let s be any successor node of k, reached from k by the transmission tk8. Let the self-loop transmission on node k be tkk. It is clear that the set of sequences that take the graph from node p to node s through node k only is denoted by the transmission tpktkk*tk8 (see Fig. 9 ). If we ,\// , , remove node k, the new transmission from node p to O_0 A node s is given by gp,=tp8+tpktkk*tka. Note that this is identical in form to the expressions used in the McNaughton-Yamada3 algorithm. The removal of the Fig. 10 -A node considered as a source and a sink. remaining unwanted nodes can be performed in exactly the same manner, using gp8 as the new transmission from (We are using here the property of infinite distributivity node p to node s. The process terminates when only the of * over +.) In conventional flow graph theory, a self-nodes i and j remain, and the transmission from i to j loop corresponds to division. This is shown in Fig. 8(a) , as illustrated in Fig. 8(b) . In lar expression depends on the order in which the nodes simplifying a graph with a self-loop, the loop can be reare removed. We shall illustrate this by an example. We placed by a branch with gain b*, as shown in Fig. 9 wish to find Xi3, the set of sequences taking the graph and the node can be removed by adj usting the gain o of Fig. 11(a) As in conventional flow graph theory, any node k can be considered as a source and a sink by adding two X13 = a(b ± ca)*(e + cd) + d. nodes connected only to k by branches with transmission A. This is shown in Fig. 10 .
On the other hand, if node 4 is removed first, the resultIn the following sections we shall see how these ing expression is [ Fig. 11(c) ], equivalences can be used in order to obtain regular expressions from state diagrams. X13 = (ab*c)*(d + ab*e). (c) Fig. 1 (b) be reduced to an index residue. This is illustrated by the Fig. 13 . 12(b). The two parallel branches from node 2 to node 4 For example, the residual paths from node 3 to node 6 are then combined giving the index residue in Fig. 12(c) . are (gj), (fhj) and (bdhj). Hence the gain of the new
The formal application of the elementary transforma-branch is (gj+fhj+-bdhj) = (g+fh+bdh)j. Note that tions may be a tedious task. Fortunately, reduction to path (febdhj) is not residual because it goes through the an index residue can be performed by inspection, follow-residual node 3. The index residue of the graph in Fig. ing the rule that a branch must be shown between 13(a) is given in Fig. 13(b) . residual nodes i and j, if there are one or more residual
The gain gij (from residual node i to residual node j) paths between i and j in the original graph. The trans-which is equal to the sum of the gains of the residual mission of that branch is equal to the sum of all residual paths is called the residual gain and will always be a path gains from i toj. The gain of a path from node i toij sum of products of branch gains if the residue is an index is the product of the gains of the branches which con-residue. This is true because, by construction, gij is stitute the path, taken in the correct order. This method the gain of a cascade structure. Fig. 12(c) , node 2 can b be removed by reducing the self-loop to a branch with (b) gain (cb) * and using the rule given in Fig. 9 to obtain the (a (abd*c) two-node graph of Fig. 12(d) . The same method can be a bd c applied to the example of Fig. 13(b) .
In general, when the index residue contains a complicated feedback unit, undesired nodes can be removed by (c) little practice, such expressions can be obtained by in- Fig. 15 -State diagram for XAB= (O+1)*0. spection, but the node splitting process is a formal method and can be applied always. It can be seen from To find x Fig. 14(a) that the set of sequences which leave the graph in state 2 is given by x2= xllbd*= (a+bd*c)*bd*. 1) If node i is not a source, add node i' with ti,i=X. If In general, if the index nodes are removed last, the node jis not a sink, add nodej" with tJ,-,=X. The final form has fewer stars. However, unfortunately, the new nodes i' and j" will therefore be retained in all method does not guarantee that the number of stars is residues. Thus, node i can be taken as a source, minimal. For example, in the graph of Fig. 15 , the node j as a sink, after the above modification, if expression obtained by node splitting is XAB necessary.
= (1+00*1)*00*. On the other hand, it is easy to verify 2) Reduce all parallel paths to the form a+b and all by inspection of the state diagram that X12 represents series paths to the form ab.
the set of all sequences ending in a 0, i.e., XAB = (0 + 1) *0.
3) Find a set of index nodes and mark them (say by It appears to be very difficult to obtain such a form a dark circle).
using signal flow graph techniques. The reason thatXAB 4) Obtain the index residue by drawing the nodes i does have such a simple form is that XAB represents a and j and the index nodes, and obtaining the gains definite event. These events are discussed elsewhere."2 of residual branches by inspection as described
Aside from such difficulties, the method provides a above.
quick way of determining the desired regular expression.
5) Eliminate undesired index nodes one by one by
Since we have proved that every state diagram is a inspection, or by node splitting, or by using the linear signal flow graph, any reduction procedure that rule gkp = tk,p+tkntnn*tnp, where node n is being releads to a residue consisting of the two desired nodes is moved. in fact an algorithm for finding the regular expression.
6) When all the nodes except i and j have been re-
The following summarizes the steps for one such promoved, the gain of the path from i to j is xij.
cedure: Example
In Fig. 16(a) , it is desired to find x,5. la J. A. Brzozowski, "Canonical regular expressions and minimal 1) Node 1 is a source, but node 5 is not a sink. Therestate graphs for definite events," to appear in the Proc. Symp. on
The MIathematical Theory of Automat~Polytechnic Institute of fore, node 6 is added with t5s6= X. See Fig. 16(b) . Brooklyn, Brooklyn, N. Y., April 24-2d, 1962 ; and Department of 2) We now need x16. In Fig. 16(b) parallel branches Electrical Engineering, Digital Sys. Lab., Princeton University, 
definition of the star operation.
Finally, substituting (23) 
a,,1 an2 * a,,, The symbol xs here represents the set of all sequences X =(x1 X2.*'*X) which leave the graph in state i, starting from an initial B = (X 4 + . *. +.
The absorption of a node in a state graph represents the removal of the corresponding row and column from d the matrix A, and the adjustment of the remaining entries. If node k is removed, the entry ai1 becomes (aij+a(tkk*akj), and row k and column k are removed. For example, the removal of node 2 from a 3 X 3 matrix is performed as follows:
G oh + aeg +bcdeg + bcdh I-def (0+1) 2 3 ( It should be pointed out that, in general, a given regu-differences encountered by that path. This is illustrated lar expression may have many equivalent forms. These in Fig. 20 . In the regular expression case we may write can arise, if the nodes are absorbed in a different order G = a(efd)*h + a(efd)*eg + bcd(efd)*h + bcd(efd)*eg. and similarly, if the variables in the equations are eliminated in a different order. Very little is known about Note that if the starred expressions are replaced by 'X, algebraic transformations and equivalences in the regu-the first term in each series, we obtain lar algebra. G = ah + aeg + bcdh + bcdeg OTHER RESULTS FROM SIGNAL FLow GRAPH THEORY which is exactly the numerator (see Fig. 20 ). However, There are certain techniques useful in conventional we cannot insert (efd)* blindly because we must know signal flow graphs which have not been discussed above. where to insert it [e.g., bcd(efd)*h but not bc(efd)*dh]. It appears that they are of little or no value in the regu-Note also that we may choose to write the term lar expression algebra, but will be briefly mentioned for bcd(efd)*h as bc(def)*dh and leave a(efd)*h. Here the completeness.
loop gain is not unique because the product is not com-
The notion of path inversion does niot apply here at mutative.
all. In ordinary signal flow graphs the inversion of a branch from node 1 to 2 corresponds to solving for xi in CONCLUSIONS terms of x2, rather than for x2 in terms of x1. This cannot It has been shown that regular expressions for state be done in terms of regular expressions because the diagrams can be obtained using signal flow graph techdirected branch from 1 to 2 means that the input se-niques, if a suitable interpretation is used. The solution quence indicated will take the graph from state 1 to follows a rather simple set of rules and, in many cases, state 2, but no reverse transition is possible along that the reduction can be performed almost by inspection. same branch.
These methods constitute an effective way of translatThe idea of loop gain is useful, but it must be realized ing the specifications of a sequential circuit from the flow that the loop gain is not unique for any given loop and table or state graph description to the mathematical depends on the node through which the loop is entered. language of regular expressions.
